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470a Tuesday, February 5, 2013The bacterial mechanosensitive channel MscL is constituted of homopen-
tamer of a subunit with an inner (TM1) and an outer (TM2) transmembrane
a-helix. The major issue on MscL is to understand the gating mechanism
driven by tension in the membrane. To address this question, we previously
performed MD simulations for the MscL opening and found that Phe 78 in
TM2 acts as a major tension sensor by its exceptionally strong and stable in-
teraction with surrounding lipids. Neighboring TM1s cross and interact with
each other near the cytoplasmic side through hydrophobic interaction between
Leu19-Val23 in a TM1 and Gly22 in a neighboring TM1, forming the most
constricted hydrophobic part of the pore called gate. Upon membrane stretch,
the helices are dragged by lipids at Phe78 and tilted, accompanied by outward
sliding of the crossings, leading to a gate expansion. In this study we per-
formed MD simulations of several MscL mutants to get insights into the re-
lationship between the tension sensor F78 and the gate. The GOF mutant
G22N shows spontaneous opening without membrane stretch and easier to
open compared with WT MscL, while the LOF mutant F78N cannot be
opened even under strong membrane tension: these behaviors were qualita-
tively reproduced by MD simulations with the same conditions used in WT
MscL. To test whether the behavior of G22N is independent of the tension
sensing at F78, we carried out MD simulations of the double mutant G22N/
F78N MscL with and without membrane stretch, and found that G22N/
F78N MscL did not show any sign to begin channel opening in the both con-
ditions, suggesting that the tension sensor and the gate of MscL is tightly con-
nected and that the interaction between the tension sensor and lipids is
essentially important for the MscL opening.
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Mechanosensitive (MS) ion channels are membrane proteins that detect and re-
spond to membrane tension in all branches of life. In bacteria, MS channels pre-
vent cells from lysing upon sudden hypoosmotic shock by opening and
releasing solutes and water.
Specially prepared giant E. coli spheroplasts of bacteria can be used to study the
function of bacterial ion channels in patch clamp experiments. Several native
mechanosensitive channels can be measured in E. coli. Although this technique
has been used since 1987 it still needs a lot of practice to measure native E.coli
membranes.
The spheroplasts don’t have a Cytoskeleton and are therefore very fragile. us-
ing a planar borosilicate substrate to patch these membranes stabilizes these
membrane patches.
The currents shown above are elicited by increasing pressure steps ranging
from 0 to - 120 mbar.
A characterization of endogenous mecha-
nosensitive ion channels and overex-
pressed ones will be shown on the poster.2404-Pos Board B423
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Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) allows measuring simulta-
neously various structural and functional parameters with nanometre resolution
in living cells. We are looking for relevant biological, physiological and med-
ical questions to apply this generally still rarely used technique. There is great
interest in mechanosensitive ion channels and their context in pain perception.
The function of mechanosensitive ion channels and the pain pathway are still
not entirely understood. using SICM, we show that it is possible to investigate
and activate mechanosensitive ion channels in P4 cells, a mice hippocampal
neuron cell line. Furthermore we are able to demonstrate with this technique
a link between the actin network and mechanosensitive channel function. In
conclusion, SICM provides a highly informative imaging technique for func-tional analysis of the mechanisms of mechanosensitive ion channels, which
will lead to a better understanding of these channels and thereby to the devel-
opment of novel therapeutic strategies in treating pain.
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Ion channel Popenvalues measured in membrane patches typically vary with
patch history (seal formation mechanics, stretch, time). Pipette aspiration of
cell surfaces causes blebbing, an aspiration-intensity dependent dissociation
of bilayer and cortical cytoskeleton. This alters the bilayer’s mechanical state,
rendering it more symmetrical, disordered, fluidized. Once a gigaohm seal
forms, adhesion plus aspiration forces contribute to mechanical stress in the bi-
layer. For voltage-gated channels (VGCs), including Kv channels, Popen(V,t)
depends on the bilayer’s mechanical state. Aspiration-induced structural
changes in the bilayer alter Kv channel Popen both irreversibly and reversibly.
Because the specifics of how bilayer mechanics affect VGC activity remain un-
clear, we have amplified the modeling approaches initiated by Tabarean &
Morris 2002 (BJ 82:2982) and by Schmidt et al 2012 (PNAS 109:10352) for
Shaker and other Kv channels. The Markov models considered are variations
on kinetic schemes introduced by Aldrich & colleagues (Zagotta et al 1994
JGP 103:321). In some versions we consider (non-N-type) inactivation and
late concerted transitions. We tested model variations for their ability to de-
scribe voltage clamp responses of Kv1 Shaker (WT, 5aa, ILT) and Kv3
Shaw without/with pipette aspiration. The main question is how do the features
of I(V,t) and Q(V,t) families vary under mechanical stress? We assign mecha-
nosensitivity to one or several of the voltage-dependent transitions and the pore
opening/closing transition and show how time courses and I(V) and Q(V)
change. A stimulus ‘‘opposite’’ to bilayer stretch, in that it increases lipid pack-
ing order and bilayer thickness, is hyperbaric pressure. These stimuli, more ac-
curately, fall along a bilayer-mechanical continuum. Since ocean-dwelling
organisms from bacteria to cetaceans routinely experience hyperbaric pres-
sures, we extended our analysis to explore, for selected models, how hyperbaric
pressures might affect Kv gating. *Funded by NSERC (Canada).
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Aquaporins are ubiquitous trans-membrane channels that maintain water
homeostasis of the cell by facilitating selective diffusion of water across
the membrane while preventing proton diffusion. The selectivity has been
suggested to be achieved by two conserved regions located along the pore:
the dual asparagine, proline, alanine (NPA) aquaporin signature motif, and
the aromatic/arginine (ar/R) selectivity filter. Recently, our collaborators
have crystallized a yeast aquaporin at sub-angstrom resolution, the highest
resolution achieved to date for a membrane protein. The structure reveals
a great deal of novel information on the structure of hydrogen-bonded net-
work of water and protein side chains. In order to complement the experimen-
tal results by determining the dynamics and energetics of water diffusion
along the channel, we performed molecular dynamics simulations of this im-
pressively high quality crystal structure. The results show disruption of the
water chain in both NPA and ar/R regions in this aquaporin, due to character-
istic hydrogen-bonding patterns that dictate specific orientations to water mol-
ecules. The motion of water molecules is highly correlated on either side of
the NPA region. On the other hand, the correlation is reduced at the NPA re-
gion, attesting yet another possible mechanism for this region to contribute to
a barrier against proton transport. Besides, the NPA region appears as a barrier
region with low occupancy for water, a feature not seen in other aquaporins.
The correlated motion of adjacent water molecules along with their binary co-
occupancies in the ar/R selectivity filter show that water molecules move in
pairs in this region. Specific hydrogen-bonding patterns in the ar/R region
may also play a role in exclusion of hydronium and/or hydroxide ions. These
simulations have helped elucidate the dynamical basis of many intricate fea-
tures revealed by this new structure.
